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Profile of Resource Person An Art Director in Hindustan Times 

Participants/ Attended by Ms. Manisha Sachdeva and 3 Students of VII1. 

File Accession Dossier Workshop for student's enrichment 

Objectives: 
To inspire the students in promoting intellectual and vocational learning. 

>To understand the process involved in designing a school magazine. 

To sensitize the learners to understand the significance of creativity and accuracy in designing of 

a magazine. 

Description: 

Everything is designed. Few things are designed well."- Brian Reed 

We are in the heart of technological advancement and magazines have been able to retain its golden 

face because magazines give joy and loads of information including its exclusive graphical presentation 

and use of awesome pictures. Magazines have a lot to give and are an excellent storehouse for ideas. 

The significance of magazine design (layout/page makeup) is important to impress the reader and 

create a page turner. 

In the present day world, the popularity of a magazine is measured by its design, graphics and the 

pictures used as well as the texture and typography. Magazines have always been aware of putting the 

optimal and mind-blowing graphics design. At present the internet is taking over and magazine layout 

design is extremely important to make a new magazine. Magazine layout design, cover design, page 

makeup and advertisement design become the driving force for accentuating greater audience 

The resource person, Ms.Monica Gupta, an art director working with Hindustan Times having an 

experience of more than 20 years initiated the session by highlighting some major points included in 

designing of a magazine and newspaper i.e Masthead, colour theme, font size and style, grid as well as 

structure. She discussed the merits of structural planning and design of a school magazine. She further 

elaborated on things to be kept in mind while designing a magazine. Then, there was a brief discussion 

on usage of attractive Mastheads in a magazine to catch the interest of the readers. She stressed on 

consistency of font size and style wherein she also highlighting the colour combination to be used 

wisely. 
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She motivated the learners to work in a team for the same as opinion matters for best result. In 

continuation, she mentioned to add on games or puzzle section in the school magazine for 

students to grab their attention. Thereafter, the resource person discussed that editorial designs 

demands constant creativity and reinvention. She motivated the students for the same as there 

is little more freedom and scope of experimentation in magazines than newspapers. The studernts 

cleared their doubts and asked questions related to layout designs, cover design, colour theme 

etc. The same were well answered by her. 

The resource person further explained how magazines are the perfect example to demonstrate 

how elements of a design come together and help convey a message to the readers in an 

efficient and effective manner. Overall the session was informative and beneficial for the 

students. 
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(Enclosures: Snapshots of evidences, Feedback Analysis, session outcome, information 

drawn from the workshop, list of the participants) 

Snapshots of the Session 
Ms. Monica Gupta while taking the workshop on the topic -Magazine Making 

Students of Grade 8 and teacher Ms. Manisha Sachdeva with resource person of 

the workshop 
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